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High Brightness, High Fidelity Video Footage 

Original commercial IPS panel with high brightness 
to show true colors in indoor environment 

Support 16/7 

Life time � 50000 hours, support 16/7 to fit the 
demand for extended operation hours in various 
business environments 

Support Both Landscape and Portrait Mode 

Unique front-frameless design brings variety combi
nation possibilities 

Split screen intelligently for partitions. 

Supports splitting screens to different partitions in 
horizontal or vertical formats, allowing users to allo
cate space more flexibly for each content partitions 
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Plug and Play, default signal channel setable 

No TV boot screens. Support automatic identifica
tion of signal sources and custom selection of start
up channels 

Built-in CMS software 

It has a built-in content management system that 
allows users to edit and play content, enabling them 
to manage it easily and efficiently 

Parameters 

Application Case 
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Parameters 

Al PQ adjustment 
Al PQ Scene Recognition auto-adjusts picture quali
ty for truer-to-life color and image detail 
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Normal screen Goodview 

High haze rate with anti-glare 

Anti-glare display with 25% haze rate, frame drifting 
function to prevent screen burn-in and protect against 
screen damage caused by long term static image 

Application Case 

Support 24/7 
Original commercial IPS LCD panel, support 24/7 to 
fit the demand for extended operation hours in vari
ous business environments 
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Plug and Play, default signal channel setable 

No TV boot screens. Support automatic identification 
of signal sources and custom selection of startup 
channels 

Built-in CMS 
It has a built-in content management system that 
allows users to edit and play content, enabling them 
to manage it easily and efficiently 
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Even ultra narrow bezel 

Ultra narrow bezel with metal texture craft shows the 
fashionable and modern style 
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10-point high-precision capacitive touch

Precise contact, fast response, screen without water 
ripple, with dynamic image clarity technology 

High-end configuration, full compatibility 

Support network publishing and U disk local play
back, plug and play, display information as you wish 

Original commercial IPS panel 

Can highly restore the picture color, viewing angle is 
wide, even if different angles to enjoy the same 
visual effect 

7Xl6H ��

Support 16/7,Timed switch on/off 

Support sleep/wake function, suitable for all-weather 
oper-ation of commercial stores and airports, stations 
and other public occasions 

Split screen intelligently for partitions 

Compatible with multiple content formats combined 
with split screen playback, allowing users to allocate 
space more flexibly for each content partitions 

Built-in interactive content creation and 
publishing software 

Support custom creation, video images, scrolling 
subtitles, weather and other forms of touch interac
tive content production and publishing 

Parameters 

Application Case 
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Original industrial IPS hard screen, super 
wicfe color gamut 
IPS high brightness commercial splicing screen, 
support more than 4K ultra-high resolution splicing, 
fine picture, color realistic 

Intelligent split screen 
Arbitrary division, combination, roaming, etc., sup
port a variety of split-screen mode, so that limited 
space to show more details 

Dynamic compensation, 3D noise reduction 

3D picture quality digital processing circuit with dy
namic compensation, 3D noise reduction function, can 
effectively prevent screen burning phenomenon 

Anti-glare special surface treatment 
Removing residual image, the picture is not 
distorted 

Multiple sizes, multiple bezels available 

Provide 0.88mm, 1.8mm, 3.5mm bezel, and 46", 49", 
55" and other specifications to meet different 
scenes of application options 

Provide door-to-door installation service 
From production to installation, the whole process 
of one-to-one professional cooperation, so that cus
tomers in the purchase to save heart and effort, no 
worries 

3.5mm piece 1.8mm piece 0.88mm piece 

Parameters 

Application Case 
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Free dragging, no "line" binding 
Configuration with SOAH high-density lithium bat
tery, up to12 hours of endurance, promotional 
free display, forthe sales of elegant speed 

700&1500cd/rribrightness 
Can automatically adjust the screen brightness 
according to changes in ambient light to meet the 
needs of different external lighting conditions re
quire different brightness levels 

7x16H 

Support 16/7 
Original commercial IPS LCD panel, support 16/7 
to fit the demand for extended operation hours in 
various busness environments 
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Built-in CMS 
It has a built-in content management system that 
allows users to edit and play content, enabling 
them to manage it easily and efficiently 

IPGS protection level 
With IP65 level of splash and water resistance, no 
fear of wind, dust and water immersion against 
complex oudoor environment without pressure 

Dual stereo surrounded sound 
The product is equipped with an integrated dual 
stereo surrounded sound.The sound moves with 
the light and shadow to produce a better adver
tising effect 

Application Case 
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IPS LCD panel 

High brightness, high saturation display, ultra-long 
service life, 178° wide viewing angle, so you can 
enjoy the feast of perspective 

Double-sided same display/different display 

Double-sided different brightness , support dou
ble-sided different display, suitable for windows 
and other double-sided display application sce
narios 

High temperature work 

Industrial-grade high-temperature LCD, high-tem
perature work without black spots, no residual 
images on the screen for a long time, LCD does not 
sink, no yellow spots 
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Support 16/7 

Original commercial IPS LCD panel, support 16/7 
to fit the demand for extended operation hours in 
various business environments 
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Built-in CMS 

Support network, USB and other content distribu
tion methods, cloud production and distribution, 
to achieve unified, convenient and efficient man
agement of promotional content across regions 

Split screen intelligently for partitions 

Compatible with multiple content formats com
bined with split screen playback, allowing users to 
allocate space more flexibly for each content parti
tions 
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Application Case 

Parameters 



10-point high-precision capacitive touch

Precise contact, fast response, screen without water 
ripple, with dynamic image clarity technology 

High-end configuration, full compatibility 

Support network publishing and U disk local playback, 
plug and play, display information as you wish 

Original commercial IPS panel 

Can highly restore the picture color, viewing angle 
is wide, even if different angles to enjoy the same 
visual effect 

One key lock screen, secure and controllable 

One key lock function, after opening the remote 
control, USB, mouse, etc. are locked to prevent un
authorized operation of unauthorized personnel in 
public places 

Support 16/7,Timed switch on/off 

Support sleep/wake function, suitable for all-weather 
operation of commercial stores and airports, stations 
and other public occasions 

Built-in interactive content creation and 
publishing software 
Support custom creation, video images, scrolling 
subtitles, weather and other forms of touch inter
active content production and publishing 
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Application Case 
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Self-illuminating technology with wider 
viewing angle and limitless contrast 

Self-illuminated pixels can show pure black, and 
the ultra-high contrast ratio accurately reproduces 
the color of the picture 

Perfect color expression 

OLEO transparent screen color gamut range of 
120%, compared to traditional displays more color
ful, higher brightness and color performance. 

Ultra high transparency 

Accurate performance screen 38% high transparency 
to achieve the effect of ordinary screen can not be 
achieved, better integration into a variety of spatial 
scenes 

As thin as drawing paper, hidden in invisible 

The slim and lightweight design breaks through 
the traditional display play form and broadens 
the application of the traditional display 

AR effect in the dark 

Stunning picture quality in the dark, displaying 
content that looks lifelike and gives the viewer an 
immersive experience 

Support extended splicing design 

OLEO transparent screen support horizontal or 
vertical display, support extended splicing, wire
less extension, to meet a variety of visual art 
space design needs. 

Parameters 

Perfect Black Perfect Color I Perfect View Angle 55:!!!= Smooth Picture Perfect Industrial Design 

LCD e OLEO Signage Display

Application Case 
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Status monitoring, one-touch alarm 

Support the one-key alarm function, when the el
evator fails, the trapped person can click the 
alarm button of the terminal equipment to con
tact the emergency . .  rescue personnel in the first 
time 

Multi-Screen Disparate Display 

Support custom split screen, screen area can be 
arbitrarily divided, horizontal and vertical screens 
can be arbitrarily combined, support the compos
ite use of touch query and interaction, to achieve 
diversification of operational functions 

Visual Intercom 

Support visual intercom function, rescuers can di
rectly initiate video intercom with the digital sig
nage terminal in the accident elevator through the 
background, and can start video calls 

Support custom NFC function 

When phone nears the screen, users can get detailed 
information , which support guiding the formation of 
real consumption and improving the conversion rate 
of advertising 

Built-in CMS software,Support remote 
audio and video distribution 

Remote network management, supporting videos, 
pictures, web pages, etc. Interactive program edit
ing, time slot program preset, seamless switching 
at intervals are available 

Media and property operate on the same 
platform 

Managing the same platform separately, the media 
company is responsible for the operation of adver
tisements, and the property for the maintenance of 
elevator public welfare content 
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Parameters 

Application Case 



Original IPS high-brightness commercial
grade screens 
3500 nits brightness and high contrast screen, ensur
ing high color accuracy and picture quality resto
ration for commercial retail 

User-friendly design with built-in and external 
remote control devices 
Significantly improving operational efficiency and al
lowing for convenient placement of controls, ensur
ing efficient maintenance with its enclosed design 

Wide-temperature LCDs and intelligent 
tem-perature cont ro l co o l i ng systems 
Preventing screen black spots caused by direct sun
light and ensure precise display under strong light, 
intelligent temperature control for efficient cooling 
and stable operation 

Integrated Sto re Signage Cloud system 

Easy and efficient remote centralized management 
of devices and program content, enabling automatic 
scheduled content switching 

Built-in light adjustment system that adapts 
to external lighting 
Adjusting display brightness based on changes in 
ambient light to save energy consumption 

Supports both landscape and portrait installation 

For various commercial retail scenarios, accommodat
ing diverse and personalized spatial designs 

Parameters 
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Application Case 
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Alien Cloud Stitching 

The built-in cloud splicing function supports up to 
100 screens splicing at any angle, and special pat
terns can be easily done 

Intelligent split screen, multi-screen linkage 
Supports multiple zones within the same screen to 
display different content, allowing users to allocate 
space for each content source more flexibly 

Built-in CMS software 

Saas cloud service supports remote unified man
agement, centralized remote control in the cloud, 
rapid release of materials on PC or mobile termi
nals, etc 

4K/1080P HD color output 
Built-in decoding, supports 4K or 1080P Full HD 
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Remote Control 
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Rich interface 

The media player is equipped with rich interfaces, 
all round high-speed input and output 
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Safe, reliable and easy to operate 
The program is not afraid of tampering, two-way 
encryption to ensure the security of broadcast in
formation 

EP6A EP66 

Parameters 

Application Case 
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Technology sense magnetic suction power 
supply 

Innovative magnetic suction technology, safe and 
reliable. New intelligent chip to stabilize power 
supply current and enhance power supply stability 

Photo Cloud Sharing 

Use APP to break the space constraint, share beau
tiful images and share life anytime, anywhere 

Convention Anti-Glare 

HD anti-glare paper-like screen technology 

The perfect vision, what you see is extraordinary. 
The use of paper-like screen technology, anti-glare, 
clear picture quality, more colorful and textured 

Vintage original wood picture frames 

Selection of environmentally friendly logs, artistic 
appearance, hand-carved, crafted 

Built-in famous paintings 

Built-in rich famous paintings, paper visual experi
ence, consistent with the effect of natural light re
flecting on the paintings in the gallery 

Built-in audio 

Built-in audio, audio and video integration, immer
sive experience 

Parameters 

Application Case 
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Store Signage Cloud Service 

Application Scenario 
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® Moveable A-Frame 

@Video Wall 

CD Digital Signage Pro Series 0 Digital Signage Basic Series 

0 Double-side Window Display ® Elevator Screen 

® LED ® Freestanding Display 

© Digital Signage PCAP Series @J OLED transparent 

Store Signage Cloud Service Package 

Saas Software Services 
OaaS Operations and 

Maintenance Services 
Rental Package Services 
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